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Chapter 10:   Introduction to Socket Programming:  

Client/ Server Computing:-Distributed Applications (Web Technology), Distributed processing (Three 
– Tier Architecture); Introduction to socket calls & operating system calls: TCP socket calls & UDP 
Socket calls.

Client Server Computing:
A client is defined as a requester (request) of services and a server is defined as the provider (Response) 
of services. A single machine can be both a client and a server depending on the software configuration. 
Typically a client is an application that runs on a personal computer or workstation or server, and relies 
on  a  server  to  perform  some  operations.  For  example,  an  e-mail  client  (Outlook  Express)  is  an 
application that enables you to send and receive e-mail. 
On the other hand servers are computers-most of the time powerful ones- or processes, dedicated to 
managing disk drives (file servers), printers (print servers) or network traffic (network servers).
Properties of a server:

• Passive (Slave) 
• Waiting for requests 
• On requests serves them and send a reply 

Properties of a client:
• Active (Master) 
• Sending requests 
• Waits until reply arrives 

Client-Server Architecture:
2-Tier Architecture
2-tier architecture is used to describe client/server systems where the client requests resources and the 
server responds directly to the request, using its own resources. This means that the server does not call 
on another application in order to provide part of the service.

The main advantages of the 2-tier model are as follows: 
• Productive: many advanced tools have special optimizations that mean less effort is required 

when working within the two-tier model.
• Better Re-use: Where application logic is placed solely on the server, it can be initiated from 

many client applications and tools. 
The main disadvantages of the 2-tier model are: 

• Inability to partition application logic 
• Lack of robust security 
• Lack of scalability.

3-Tier Architecture:
In 3-tier architecture, there is an intermediary level(Middle-ware), meaning the architecture is generally 
split up between:

1. A client, i.e. the computer, which requests the resources, equipped with a user interface (usually 
a web browser) for presentation purposes 
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2. The application server (also called middleware), whose task it is to provide the requested 
resources, but by calling on another server 

3. The data server, which provides the application server with the data it requires.

The widespread use of the term 3-tier architecture also denotes the following architectures:
• Application sharing between a client, middleware and enterprise server 
• Application sharing between a client, application server and enterprise database server. 

The benefits of the 3-Tier model are as follows: 
• Scalability: In this model the application servers (application logic) can be deployed on many 

machines. The database server no longer needs connections to every client. In stead it needs to 
be connected with a fewer amount of application servers. 

• Data Integrity: Because of the fact that all database updates pass through the middle tier, the 
middle  tier  can  ensure  that  only  valid  data  is  allowed to  be  updated  in  the  database  thus 
removing the risk of data corruption from fraud client applications. 

• Security: Security is implemented in multiple levels thus making more difficult for a client to 
access unauthorized data, than it would be if security was placed only on the database. Business 
logic  is  implemented on a  more  secure central  server,  than  if  it  was  distributed  across  the 
network. 

• Reduced distribution: Potential changes in the business logic can be centralized into one place. 
• Hidden Database structure:  The structure of  the  database is  hidden from the  caller,  so a 

potential  enhancement  of  the  database  application  (  due  to  a  new  app.  Release)  will  be 
transparent from him. 

Comparing both types of architecture

2-tier architecture is therefore a client-server architecture where the server is versatile, i.e. it is capable 
of directly responding to all of the client's resource requests.  
In 3-tier architecture however, the server-level applications are remote from one another, i.e. each 
server is specialized with a certain task (for example: web server/database server). 3-tier architecture 
provides: 

• A greater degree of flexibility 
• Increased security, as security can be defined for each service, and at each level 
• Increased performance, as tasks are shared between servers 
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Multi-Tiered Architecture

In  3-tier  architecture,  each  server  (tier  2  and  3)  performs  a 
specialized task (a service).  A server  can therefore use services 
from other servers in order to provide its own service. As a result, 
3-tier architecture is potentially an n-tiered architecture 

Distributed processing:
The distribution of applications and business logic across multiple 
processing  platforms.   Distributed  processing  implies  that 
processing will occur on more than one processor in order for a 
transaction  to  be  completed.  In  other  words,  processing  is 
distributed across  two or  more machines  and the  processes  are 
most  likely  not  running  at  the  same  time,  i.e.  each  process 
performs part of an application in a sequence. Often the data used 
in a distributed processing environment is also distributed across 
platforms.

Distributed computing is a field of computer science that studies distributed systems. A distributed 
system consists of multiple autonomous computers that communicate through a computer network. 
The computers interact with each other in order to achieve a common goal. A computer program that  
runs in a distributed system is called a  distributed program, and  distributed programming is the 
process of writing such programs.

Distributed computing also refers to the use of distributed systems to solve computational problems. In 
distributed computing, a problem is divided into many tasks, each of which is solved by one or more 
computers.

Distributed  Systems:-  A distributed  application  is  designed  to  utilize  the  resources  of  multiple 
machines by separating the processing and functionality into components that can be deployed in a 
wide variety of physical configurations

Commonly  implemented  as  N-Tier  solutions,  all  distributed  applications  aim  to  achieve  high 
performance, scalability, extensibility, maintainability, security, and re-usability.
Distributed Application is a group of application made of distinct components running in separate  
runtime environments, usually on different platforms connected via a network.
Distributed applications are able to concurrently serve multiple users and, depending on their design, 
make more optimal use of processing resources. Typical distributed applications are two-tier (client-
server),  three-tier  (client-middleware-server),  and  multi-tier  (client-multiple  middleware-multiple 
servers). 

Socket Programming:
Introduction to socket calls & operating system calls: TCP socket calls & UDP Socket calls. Sockets  
are the combination of IP address plus corresponding TCP/UDP port numbers. For applications to work 
with TCP/IP, Application Program Interface (API) is required.  API serves as an interface between  
different  software programs and facilitates  their  interaction,  similar  to  the  way the user  interface  
facilitates interaction between humans and computers.
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Sockets come in two primary flavors. An active socket is connected to a remote active socket via an 
open data connection. Closing the connection destroys the active sockets at each endpoint. A passive  
socket is not connected, but rather awaits an incoming connection, which will spawn a new active 
socket. 

A socket is  not a port,  though there is  a close 
relationship  between  them.  A  socket  is 
associated with a port, though this is a many-to-
one  relationship.  Each  port  can  have  a  single 
passive socket,  awaiting incoming connections, 
and multiple active sockets, each corresponding 
to an open connection on the port. 

--Sockets  is  the  original  networking 
interface,  developed  by  UCB  for  their  BSD-
series UNIX operating systems. 
Sockets are the combination of IP address plus 
corresponding TCP/UDP port numbers. It is like PBX phone systems, where the IP address is the phone 
number, and the port is the extension. Every paired of connected socket has a source IP/port and a 
destination  IP/port.  Users  of  Internet  applications  are  normally  aware  of  all  except  the  local  port 
number, this is allocated when connection is established and is almost entirely arbitrary unlike the well 
known port numbers associated with popular applications.

There are three types of sockets: stream, datagram, and raw, each of which represents a different type 
of communications service. 
Stream  sockets provide  reliable,  connection-based  communications.  In  connection-based 
communications, the two processes must establish a logical connection with each other. A stream of 
bytes is then sent without errors or duplication and is received in the order in which it was sent. Stream 
sockets correspond to the TCP protocol in TCP/IP. 
Datagram sockets communicate via discrete messages, called datagrams, which are sent as packets. 
Datagram sockets  are  connectionless;  that  is,  the  communicating  processes  do  not  have  a  logical 
connection with each other.  The delivery of their  data  is  unreliable.  The datagrams can be lost  or 
duplicated, or they may not arrive in the order in which they were sent. Datagram sockets correspond to 
the UDP protocol in TCP/IP. 
Raw sockets provide  direct  access  to  the  lower-layer  protocols,  for  example,  IP and  the  Internet 
Control Message Protocol (ICMP). 

• socket() creates a new socket of a certain socket type, identified by an integer number, and 
allocates system resources to it. 

• bind() is typically used on the server side, and associates a socket with a socket address 
structure, i.e. a specified local port number and IP address. 

• listen() is used on the server side, and causes a bound TCP socket to enter listening state. 
• connect() is used on the client side, and assigns a free local port number to a socket. In case 

of a TCP socket, it causes an attempt to establish a new TCP connection. 
• accept() is used on the server side. It accepts a received incoming attempt to create a new 

TCP connection from the remote client, and creates a new socket associated with the socket 
address pair of this connection. 
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• send() and recv(), or write() and read(), or recvfrom() and sendto(), are 
used for sending and receiving data to/from a remote socket. 

• close() causes the system to release resources allocated to a socket. In case of TCP, the 
connection is terminated. 

• gethostbyname() and gethostbyaddr() are used to resolve host names and addresses. 
• select() is used to prune a provided list of sockets for those that are ready to read, ready to 

write or have errors 
• poll() is used to check on the state of a socket. The socket can be tested to see if it can be 

written to, read from or has errors. 

socket() create a socket 

bind() associate a socket with a network address 

connect() connect a socket to a remote network address 

listen() wait for incoming connection attempts 

accept() accept incoming connection attempts 

The Berkeley socket interface is defined in several header files. The names and content of these files 
differ slightly between implementations. In general, they include:

<sys/socket.h> 
Core BSD socket functions and data structures. 

<netinet/in.h> 
AF_INET and AF_INET6 address families and their corresponding protocol families PF_INET 
and PF_INET6. Widely used on the Internet, these include IP addresses and TCP and UDP port 
numbers. 

<sys/un.h> 
PF_UNIX/PF_LOCAL address family. Used for local communication between programs running 
on the same computer. Not used on networks. 

<arpa/inet.h> 
Functions for manipulating numeric IP addresses. 

<netdb.h> 
Functions for translating protocol names and host names into numeric addresses. Searches local 
data as well as DNS
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Topic Left to be covered:
IPV6:
Features of IPV6:

• Larger address space: Offers improved global reachability and flexibility; the aggregation of 
prefixes that are announced in routing tables; multihoming to several Internet service providers 
(ISPs); autoconfiguration that can include link-layer addresses in the address space; plug-and-
play  options;  public-to  private  readdressing  end  to  end  without  address  translation;  and 
simplified  mechanisms  for  address  renumbering  and  modification.

• Simpler header: Provides better routing efficiency; no broadcasts and thus no potential threat 
of broadcast storms; no requirement for processing checksums; simpler and more efficient 
extension header mechanisms; and flow labels for per-flow processing with no need to open the 
transport inner packet to identify the various traffic flows.
 

• Mobility and security: Ensures compliance with mobile IP and IPsec standards functionality; 
mobility is built in, so any IPv6 node can use it when necessary; and enables people to move 
around in networks with mobile network devices—with many having wireless connectivity.

Mobile IP is an Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard available for both IPv4 and 
IPv6. The standard enables mobile devices to move without breaks in established network 
connections. Because IPv4 does not automatically provide this kind of mobility, you must add it 
with additional configurations.

IPsec is the IETF standard for IP network security, available for both IPv4 and IPv6. Although 
the functionalities are essentially identical in both environments, IPsec is mandatory in IPv6. 
IPsec is enabled on every IPv6 node and is available for use. The availability of IPsec on all 
nodes makes the IPv6 Internet more secure. IPsec also requires keys for each party, which 
implies a global key deployment and distribution.
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• Transition richness: You can incorporate existing IPv4 capabilities in IPv6 in the following 
ways:

• Configure a dual stack with both IPv4 and IPv6 on the interface of a network device. 
• Use the technique IPv6 over IPv4 (also called 6to4 tunneling), which uses an IPv4 

tunnel to carry IPv6 traffic. This method (RFC 3056) replaces IPv4-compatible 
tunneling (RFC 2893). Cisco IOS Software Release 12.3(2)T (and later) also allows 
protocol translation (NAT-PT) between IPv6 and IPv4. This translation allows direct 
communication between hosts speaking different protocols. 

IPv4 header format

An IPv4 header contains the following fields: 

version The IP version number, 4. 
lengthThe length of the datagram header in 32-bit words. 
type of serviceContains five subfields that specify the precedence, delay, throughput, reliability, and 
cost desired for a packet. (The Internet does not guarantee this request.) This field is not widely used on 
the Internet. 
total length The length of the datagram in bytes including the header, options, and the appended 
transport protocol segment or packet. 
Identification An integer that identifies the datagram. 
Flags:Controls datagram fragmentation together with the identification field. The flags indicate 
whether the datagram may be fragmented, whether the datagram is fragmented, and whether the current 
fragment is the final one. 
fragment offset The relative position of this fragment measured from the beginning of the original 
datagram in units of 8 bytes. 
time to live How many routers a datagram can pass through. Each router decrements this value by 1 
until it reaches 0 when the datagram is discarded. This keeps misrouted datagrams from remaining on 
the Internet forever. 
Protocol The high-level protocol type. 

header checksum A number that is computed to ensure the integrity of the header values. 
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source address The 32-bit IPv4 address of the sending host. 
destination address The 32-bit IPv4 address of the receiving host. 
Options A list of optional specifications for security restrictions, route recording, and source routing. 
Not every datagram specifies an options field. 
Padding Null bytes which are added to make the header length an integral multiple of 32 bytes as 
required by the header length field. 

Ipv6 header:

Specifically, IPv6 omits the following fields in its header.

• header length (the length is constant) 

• identification 

• flags 

• fragment offset (this is moved into fragmentation extension headers) 

• header checksum (the upper-layer protocol or security extension header handles data integrity) 

IPv6 options improve over IPv4 by being placed in separate extension headers that are located between 
the IPv6 header and the transport-layer header in a packet. Most extension headers are not examined or 
processed by any router  along a packet's  delivery path until  it  arrives at  its  final  destination.  This 
mechanism improves router performance for packets containing options. In IPv4, the presence of any 
options requires the router to examine all options. 

Another improvement is that IPv6 extension headers, unlike IPv4 options, can be of arbitrary length 
and the total amount of options that a packet carries is not limited to 40 bytes. This feature, and the 
manner in which it is processed, permit IPv6 options to be used for functions that were not practical in  
IPv4, such as the IPv6 Authentication and Security Encapsulation options. 

By using extension headers, instead of a protocol specifier and options fields, newly defined extensions 
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can be integrated more easily into IPv6. 

IPV6 Addressing: 
Address Representation: 
Represented by breaking 128 bit into Eight 16-bit segments (Each 4 Hex character each) 
Each segment is written in Hexadecimal separated by colons. 
Hex digit are not case sensitive. 
Rule 1: 
Drop leading zeros: 
2001:0050:0000:0235:0ab4:3456:456b:e560 
2001:050:0:235:ab4:3456:456b:e560 
Rule2: 
Successive fields of zeros can be represented as “::” , But double colon appear only once in the address. 
FF01:0:0:0:0:0:0:1 
FF01::1 
Note :  An address parser identifies the number of missing zeros  by separating the two parts  and  
entering 0 until the 128 bits are complete. If two “::” notations are placed in the address, there is no  
way to identify the size of each block of zeros. 
Ipv4 vs ipv6

IPV4 IPV6

1. source and destination addresses are 32 bits.) 1. Source and destination addresses are 128 bits.

2. ipv4 support small address space. 2. Supports a very large address space sufficeint 
for each and every people on earth.

3. ipv4 header includes checksum. 3. ipv6 header doesn't includes the checksum. 
(the upper-layer protocol or security extension 
header handles data integrity) 

4. addresses are represented in dotted decimal 
format. (Eg. 192.168.5.1)

4. Addresses are represented in 16-bit segments
Each segment is written in Hexadecimal 
separated by colons. (Eg. 
2001:0050:020c:0235:0ab4:3456:456b:e560 

5. Header includes options. All optional data is moved to IPV6 extension 
header..

6. Broadcast address are used to send traffic to 
all nodes on a subnet.

6. There is no IPV6 broadcast address. Instead a 
link local scope all-nodes multicast address is 
used.

7. No identification of packet flow for QOS 
handling by router is present within the ipv4 
header.

7. Packet flow identification for QOS handling 
by routers is present within the IPV6 header 
using the flow label field.

8. uses host address (A) resource records in the 
Domain name system(DNS) to map host names 
to ipv4 addresses.

8. Uses AAAA records in the DNS to map host 
names to ipv6 addresses.

9. Both routers and the sending host fragment 
packets.

9. Only the sending host fragments packets; 
routers do not.
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10. ICMP Router Discovery is used to determine 
the IPv4 address of the best default gateway, and 
it is optional.

10. ICMPv6 Router Solicitation and Router 
Advertisement messages are used to determine 
the IP address of the best default gateway, and 
they are required.

IPV6 Transition Mechanism: 
1. Dual Stack
2. Tunneling Technique
3. Translation technique 

Dual Stack: 
Dual stack is an integration method where a node has implementation and connectivity to both Ipv4 
and ipv6 network. If both ipv4 and ipv6 are configured on an interface, this interface is dual-stacked. 

Tunneling Technique
With manually configured IPv6 tunnels, an IPv6 address is configured on a tunnel interface, and 
manually configured IPv4 addresses are assigned to the tunnel source and the tunnel destination. The 
host or router at each end of a configured tunnel must support both the IPv4 and IPv6 protocol stacks. 

NAT-Protocol Translation (NAT-PT) is a translation mechanism that sits between an IPv6 network 
and an Ipv4 network. The translator translates IPv6 packets into IPv4 packets and vice versa. 
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DES (Data Encryption Standard):
The Data Encryption Standard, is a block cipher operating on 64-bit data blocks.  DES was designed by 
IBM and adopted by the U.S.  government  as  the standard encryption method for nonmilitary and 
nonclassified use.  The algorithm encrypts a 64-bit  plaintext block using a 64-bit  key, as shown in 
Figure 
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DES  has  two  transposition  blocks  (P-boxes)  and  16  complex  round  ciphers  (they  are  repeated). 
Although the 16 iteration round ciphers are conceptually the same, each uses a different key derived 
from the original key. 
The initial and final permutations are keyless straight permutations that are the inverse of each other. 
The permutation takes a 64-bit input and permutes them according to predefined values.  Each round of 
DES is a complex round cipher, as shown in Figure below. Note that  the structure of the encryption 
round ciphers is different from that of the decryption one. 
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